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LOCATIOl'V-S OF AFTERSHOCKS OF THE OAXACA EARTHQUAKE 
USING SMOKED PAPER RECORDERS AND 

DIGITAL EVENT RECORDERS 
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RESUMEN* 

Dentro de un proyecto c0operativo en,tre ClCESE y UCSD, .se instalo una red de 15 sismografos 
en la region de las replicas del temblor de Oaxaca (Ms= 7 .8), de Novie111bre 29, 1978. Ocho 
sismografos veriicales con registro en papel ahumado y siete sismografos de 3 componentes, cor1 
graficacion: en formato digital, se !listribµyeron 10gfsticamente en .9 localidades sobre el area de 
interes. La red se .inicio con la instalacion de la priinera estacion endiciembre 1 o; enti-6 en ope
racion total cl 5 de diciembre. Cientos de eventos se registraron en papel ahumado y un w'.imero 
considerable se detect.6 simult~neamente en las grabadoras digitales. Los. registros digitales han 
sido especialmente utiles para la determinacion precisa de.los tiempos de arribo de la onda S. 
Los resultados'presentados aqu1, incluyen datos para el perfodo del 3 al 18 de diciembre de 1978. 

Las replicas estan distribuidas enuna superficie.de aproximadamente 3,000 km 2, con una 
longitud de 60 km, paralela a la costa, y una (Jxtension. de :}5 km, en tierra firme. La distribu
cion de hipocentros sugiere una echado de 20° para la zona Benioff. Las profimdidades va:rian 
de 10 km al sur de la linea de costa, hasta 40 km hacia el norte. En el extremo norte, a 90 km 
del eje dela .trinchera mesoamericana, la zona de ruptura parece de.ternerse abruptamente, debi
do a la exislencia de una falla secundaria, normal al piano de subducci6n. F.sta falla, por prim era 
vez inferida en base a un estudio local, preser1ta un mecanismo focal compuesto de tipo normal. 
Probablerriente el movir'niento sismico principal ocurrio en esta.falla, lo cual podrfa explicar los 
graves dafios causados en el area de Loxicha. 

* Resumen del editor(nota de/editor). 
**Centro de Jnvestigacion Cient.ifica y .Educacion Superior de Ensenada, Ensenada, B. C. 
*** University of Californfa, San Diego Scripps Institution of Oceanography, Institute of Geo
physics and Planetary Physics, La Jolla, Cal., USA. 
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT 

In a cooperative study between, CIC ESE and UCSD, seven stations with 
three component digital event.recorders, and eight smoked paper rec
orders were deployed in the aftei:shock region of the Oaxa.ca Earthquake 
of November 29, 1978. The first station was installed on December 1st., 
and the complete array was in operation by December 5th. A total of 
eight sites were occupied during this time period. Hundreds of events 
were recorded. 

In this resume we present the hypocentral determinations from De
cember 3rd. to December 15th., 1978. 

P and S wave first arrivals on the smoked paper recorders, along with 
S-P times observed on the digital records, were used in the determina
tions. Time corrections on the smoked paper recorders are estimated to 
be within five hundredths of a second and, within 2/10 seconds for the 
digital event recorders. Time corrections were provided to the analog 
records from the WWVB raclio time code. On the digital records, timing 
was provided using a dock syncronizer periodically each two weeks~ 
The digital event records are specially useful for. the measurement of 
accurate S-P arrival times. P wave arrival times were measured on the 
vertical digital records, and the S wave arrivals on the horizontal. Some 
events show complicated wave forms without any clear correlation to 
magnitude. Local complexities in the crustal structure around the source 
and receiver, could be argued to have a significant effect on the wave 
forms. Additional .detailed studies are currently underway. 

Computer hypocentra1 determinations were obtained by using Hypo-
76 computer program. A .crustal velocity model obtained from cali
bration explosions in the reiion of the Colima Earthquake (Reyes, et al., 
1979), was used. Shear waves velocities were·fixed from the Wadattidia
gram, which gives a Vp/Vs ratio of 1.78, which compares with the value 
given for the Colima region of 1. 77 and is slingtly greater than t.he nor
mally assumed value ()fl .73. Nearly 220 events were accurately located, 
using a maximum of 16 phases in the. determinations; iii average 9 pha-
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ses were used. Master events defined as those with the clearest impulsive 
P and S arrivals, simultaneously recorded at the maximum number of 
stations, were used to obtain station corrections. Carefull analysis of 
the residuals did not show any particular tendency. The residuals aver
age to zero with a standard desviation of3/10 secs. which is within the 
standard error of the arrivals on the analog records. Station corrections 
were used only to reduce the travel times for station elevation. A shallow 
surface P~wave velocity of 5.5 km/sec, and the station elevation from 
the topographic rnaps: were used in the correction. The largest" station 
correction was 6/10 sec, for the San Jose del Pacifico station [SJP] at 
an altitude of 3000 meters. Tn general, the station corrections average 
2/10 secs. The RMS of the hypocentral determinations were less than 
3/10 sec; Generally the error bars of the epicentral and focal depth esti
mations are not greater than 4km for 90% of theeventswithinthe array. 
For events off shore, the errors are estimated to he smaller than 15 km 
in general. 

The map of the epicentral locations along with the topographic and 
bathymetry contours is shown i:p. Fig. 1, the aftershock area outlined 
is approximately 3000 km. If we take the whole set of the epicentral 
determinations, the aftershock area will be twice as big. Within the 
time period if this study, five aftershocks were located by NOAA, three 
of those were located with the array. Those events are shown in Fig. 1 
by solid circles. Magnitudes for those events [counter clock wise J are 
4.2, 4.7 and 4.2 with a focal depths of 40, 50 and 90. In general, we did 
not found a clear systematic bias in the NOAA determinations. 

Fig. 2, shows a profile for the hyponcentral determinations taken 
normal to the trenc;h axis. The events located near to the trench axis do 
not have a good focal depth control, because of the shallow angle of the 
rays leaving the source to the. station. Events in the distance range from 
45 km to 95 km have good depth control because, they occured under
neath the array. The profile shows two clearly well defined trends: cme 
depping at a shallow angle of 20, suggesting that those events occured 
along the main thrust fault asfoeiated to the plate sundution, and a se
eon!i trend strongly supported by the data, indicating a reverse fault 
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plane depping at a steep angle of 70 .toward the trench. This secpndary 
fault has a width of 20 km~ and a length of40 km. 

To determine the nature. of this secondary;faulting, .a composite focal 
mechanism for .events in tbis region <lef~per than. 30 km was obtained. 
The equal area protection of the upper hemisphere for the coi:p.posite 
focal mechanism shown in Fig, 3, clearly indicates normal faulting 
along 20 dipping plalle consistent :with the hypocentral trend, Fr.om the 
overallresults we.conclude that: 

The aftershocksequence <listribution filled the seismic gap previouslly 
indentified by Kelleh.er in 1973, and recently discussed in detail by 
McCann (l 979). In this gap an earthquake .was forecasted by Ohtake, 
et al. (1978), on the basis of seismic quiescence for .small magnitude 

earthquakes [M < 6] in the region. The aftershock distribution shows a 
complex pattern suggesting three linear trends, two parallel to the trench 
axisand one n6rmal to it. 

The analysis of the aftershock sequence distribution along with the 
teleseisrn.ic data sggge:sts: 

The rupture probably started ·a.t the intersecti.on of the two faults 
described, propagating.toward the trench axis and. therefore, focusing 
its energy along this direction. The i11creased stress field due to the prop
agation of the initial break, probably increased the stress on thesecond
ary fault triggering a second event that .most likely focused its ene:rgy 
toward the high elevation regions. This secondary fault, probably stop
ped the main fault from extending into th.e deepest regions of. the major 
plate boundary; This. interpretation. explains the fact that the h<~aviei·;t 
damage was in the high elevation regions, But i.s inconsistent with the 
lack of damage in .the lowlands. along the coast, where we. will expect 
the heaviest damage because of. amplification effects in the low rigidity 
sedim~nt5. A second interpretation consistent with the teleseismic data 
is that, the main rupture started. along the secondary fault propagating 
parallel to the trench axis from the deepest part of the fault toward the 
high elevation regions. This .interpretati6n will he. consistent with the 
source dimentions. and rupture propagation obtained from the. P wase 
teleseismic data; but it adds additional complexities to the rupture 
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processes along subductions zones. The overall results of this study 
suggests that, the rupture process associated with this earthquakes can 
not be interpreted in terms of simple plate tectonic processes. 
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